expressed his goals in promoting traditional music: "There is a side of us all which goes about trying to make the world over in our own image. There is another side-where one searches to encounter his own image in the world." It seems he found this image in roscoe Holcomb. He wrote, "at the first song he sang for me, with his guitar tuned like a banjo and his intense, fine voice, I was deeply moved, for I knew this was what I had been searching for-something that went right to my inner being, speaking directly to me." In retrospect, Cohen explained, "roscoe has become the embodiment of what I believe in." 4 What, exactly, was this remarkable quality that Cohen found in roscoe Holcomb? Cohen described Holcomb's music as possessing an artistic power, a sense of timelessness that conjured an archaic Gregorian modality while also maintaining the immediacy of contemporary art. He remembered, "I was hearing the avant-garde and the ancient, sitting in the middle of eastern Kentucky." This observation-which betrays a modernist's sense of universality-seems fitting in view of Cohen's background in new York. since graduating art school at Yale in 1957, he had lived in a loft on Third avenue in Lower Manhattan, part of a dynamic community of downtown artists, poets, and musicians. He attended gallery openings with abstract expressionist painter Franz Kline, photographed artists at the Cedar Bar, visited the artist's Club, and attended some of the earliest Happenings by red Grooms and Claes oldenburg. He became acquainted with the Beat poets while photographing robert Frank's production of the film Pull My Daisy featuring Jack Kerouac and allen Ginsberg. actively engaged in the folk scene, he photographed Woody Guthrie, wrote articles for the folk magazine Sing Out!, and cofounded the new Lost City ramblers. In spite of the apparent dissimilarity among these interests, Cohen saw an aesthetic unity, claiming he found essentially the "same thing" in all of them. 5 The new York art scene thus provided an aesthetic paradigm for Cohen's perception of traditional music. He wrote, "I met roscoe Holcomb in Kentucky and his singing cut into me. around the same time I was hanging out with Beat poets and abstract expressionist painters in new York. They and roscoe had the same effect on me. They didn't seem so different from each other, out there wailing and putting their worlds together in unexpected ways." 6 Cohen actively spread his enthusiasm for traditional culture by performing with the new Lost City ramblers and presenting musicians like Holcomb to folk-revival audiences.
a number of scholars have discussed John Cohen's place in the revival, usually focusing on his work with the ramblers. 7 But they neglect to fully explore his avant-garde associations and their influence on his views toward (and presentation of) traditional music. In what follows, I would like to rectify that neglect by mapping Cohen's background and associations in art, photography, and folk music, giving special attention Finding the avant-Garde in the old-Timeto the connections he saw between folk revivalism and the avant-garde. I will then proceed to his work with roscoe Holcomb-seen by Cohen as the "embodiment" of his artistic goals-to demonstrate the application of those connections.
Cohen and the New York Art Scene
In the course of his career, John Cohen worked under many labels: painter, folk revivalist, photographer, professor, documentary filmmaker, musician. These various interests constantly straddled intellectual borders, whether between academic and artistic, urban and rural, commercial and authentic, visual and aural, or avant-garde and traditional. The contradictions and questions that arose among these apparent incongruities fed Cohen's intellectual and artistic drive.
Consider Cohen's description of his artistic development. When asked, for example, to name a work of art that most impressed him in his formative years, he named Willem de Kooning's Asheville. Cohen originally came across the painting while an art student at Yale in the mid-1950s under the Bauhaus painter Josef albers, who advocated techniques of precise geometric abstraction. The painting's name refers to the rural north Carolina community just outside the progressive Black Mountain College, where albers had invited de Kooning to teach in 1948. Cohen already knew asheville as a significant center for traditional music, the long-time home of Bascom Lamar Lunsford's asheville Folk Festival. He had visited the town while hitchhiking through appalachia as a teenager in 1951, the summer before entering art school: "I asked the police if I could sleep in the jail-they wouldn't allow it." 8 De Kooning's painting, however, possessed a boldness that defied both its rural title and albers's exacting aesthetic. Bright, uneven patches of orange and blue contrasted with areas of stark white, all delineated and intersected by rough, gestural lines suggesting fragments of human form. Cohen was intrigued by the disturbing contradictions. "even though it made sense, it didn't make sense-and everything albers said made sense. It just made sense and then contradicted it. . . . It alluded to Mondrian's sense of cubist space, but then it did things that destroyed it. There was sometimes a very formal arrangement of colors, and then there would be all kinds of accidents. This was really exciting." De Kooning's wild textures and audacious style, through their internal incongruities, presented to Cohen a much-needed "counterpart" to the albers-Yale establishment, and he was fascinated by the disparity. 9 When Cohen graduated art school at Yale in 1957, he moved into a loft at 32 Third avenue in Lower Manhattan. Initially, all he knew of his new neighborhood was that rent was cheap and the photographer robert Frank lived next door. He soon recognized, however, that he had en-tered a truly exceptional community. Cohen summarized his "prescribed world" of those years in Manhattan by describing a route he walked through the neighborhood most evenings-a route both geographical and intellectual. Immediately leaving his loft, he would pass by earle Brown's loft and Willem de Kooning's studio, both on the same block. Walking down Tenth street, he would pass by the cooperative galleries and often stopped at the Cedar Bar where the abstract expressionists gathered. Continuing on, he would visit the bookstores on ninth and Tenth streets, where he kept up with current literary trends. (Today, his bookshelf retains many of the books read during those years, including Camus, Dostoevsky, Kafka, Gide, and rimbaud.) Then walking past Washington square and down MacDougal street, he would arrive at Izzy Young's Folklore Center, which served as a sort of nerve center for folk activities in Greenwich Village, producing folk concerts and selling books, magazines, music supplies, and records. occasionally he would also stop by the Limelight, a coffeeshop with an art photography gallery; this was where he had his first solo show. 10 In this active neighborhood, Cohen's interactions with diverse artists and intellectuals helped shape the aesthetic orientation of his work.
one of Cohen's most important connections in the new York art world was Herbert Matter, his former Yale photography teacher who lived and worked in new York. Herbert's wife, Mercedes Matter-daughter of the pioneering american abstract painter arthur Carles-was an original member of the american abstract artists; she later studied with Hans Hoffmann and established her own art school in 1964. 11 The Matters became something of a "new family" for Cohen in the art world, and he would spend time with them at their apartment or attending events around town. Cohen was astounded by their personal connections with a wide array of influential artists and felt he was "walking into, not only the old art world, but the new art world." Their modest apartment housed works of Giacometti, Mondrian, and Kline, and they would speak casually of their friends, "Jackson" and "Bill" (Pollock and de Kooning). Cohen would often see Mercedes at the Cedar Bar, and photographed her socializing with artists such as Philip Guston, Jack Tworkov, and James Brooks. 12 Cohen's actual work as an artist painting and drawing in new York, especially when compared to his photographic work, was relatively limited.
13 More significant was his personal involvement with the art community and its associated ideas. This atmosphere was perhaps best manifest at the gallery openings, which Cohen regularly attended. He relished the interactions among the various artists and critics: "every three weeks, all of these little galleries would have openings . . . full of people all talking, and painters. . . . That was the block that I lived on." 14 according to historian Jed Perl, "Tenth street, where many of the artists Finding the avant-Garde in the old-Timewould be showing in the 1950s, was a village within a metropolis, and artists and writers who were lucky enough to at least temporarily solve the problem of how to pay the rent could go for days and weeks without setting foot outside their own sometimes over-stimulating neighborhood." Indeed, the area was a hotbed for new ideas, where "not only modern art, but also modern ideas had become virtually the air people breathed." 15 one attitude of the abstract expressionists that resonated with Cohen's individualistic approach was their necessarily paradoxical relationship with the fine art tradition, rejecting it while at the same asserting their own place within its grand narrative. Perl describes it as a "no-romantic romantic" attitude, in which the painters were "on a romantic quest" seeking "a form of self expression that was abstract yet concrete, morethan-material yet grounded in the materials of art. and the fact that the romanticism of the new York school . . . involved a rejection of the very idea of romanticism only made that quest all the more romantic." 16 Modernist contradictions between tradition and innovation permeated the aesthetic climate.
Questions of uniqueness and creativity loomed even larger at the end of the 1950s, as the younger generation of artists developed into the pop art movement. Cohen remembered attending a music party in the Lower east side when, growing bored, he slipped out to attend another party two floors below. Here, red Grooms, Jim Dine, Claes oldenburg, and others engaged in a "mock battle, decked out in lampshades, tablecloths, and wooden swords." Cohen saw them as somehow "combin[ing] Dada with the outlook of Walker evans." In his initial reaction, he thought, "This is the kind of stuff I used to do as a little kid, but these guys are having fun doing it. Why is it art?" Cohen remained involved with the artists in the coming months and years as these absurd events developed into the Happenings. 17 among the pop artists, Cohen particularly admired Grooms, who he saw as "a sort of primitive Woody Guthrie." Grooms's work incorporated many of the gestural characteristics of abstract expressionism while making representational depictions of the city and daily life. Cohen saw Grooms as being "deliberately primitive in the middle of new York," and, although Grooms certainly was intentional in his uninhibited style, Cohen "was fascinated because it didn't feel so self-conscious. I felt like he really was primitive."
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There was, however, another side of pop art that Cohen found suspect. He became uneasy with some artists' self-promotion, exaggerating the significance of what he saw as trivial works of art. Cohen recounted the story of allan Kaprow going to great lengths to acquire photographs of a pop art exhibit for the sole purpose of getting them published in Life magazine to promote his work. overall, while celebrating pop's amateur "do-it-yourself" attitude, Cohen became suspicious when its practitioners seemed to push excessively for personal success or undue publicity. He held similar attitudes toward folk music and its commercialization. 19 In photography, robert Frank and Walker evans were important influences for Cohen. He met Frank through Herbert Matter at Yale-recalling that "both were artist-photographers in retreat from the swiss bourgeois life, and both were generous and encouraging to me"-and he met evans through Frank in new York. Cohen first knew of evans's work from the Library of Congress collections of depression-era Farm security administration photographs, and he admired the photographer's artistic portrayal of rural culture. Frank, with his seminal book The Americans, provided a less formal, more immediate view of rural america. In 1957 Frank showed Cohen images from The Americans in "the stacks of photographs" he was organizing for the book's publication. "Frank's work," wrote Cohen, "made me realize that art could be personal, biographical, even sentimental at the same time it was surreal. . . . It offered an alternative to the 'classical' notions of painting and art history that I had picked up at college. It suggested a sense of action where an artist might move through the world and make images from his own experience." 20 During his time in Manhattan, photography became one of Cohen's primary pursuits, with his work being published in Esquire and Sing Out! magazine. In his photography, Cohen sought to incorporate both evans's sense of formal organization and Frank's ability to frame humanity in a dynamic, immediate way. His photographs catch chance moments, such as the artist alfred Leslie unloading abstract paintings from a "U-Use-It" trailer; or Jack Kerouac listening intently, eyes closed, to a broadcast of his own voice emanating from a small radio set; or a group of young men sitting, listening to country music in an unpaved parking lot of dry weeds in Galax, Virginia. 21 These photographs seem to be asserting, more than anything else, the independent vitality and life of the subject. regarding Cohen's documentary photography of the new York art scene, the Metropolitan Museum of art noted that his approach "illuminates the Beat-era maxim that the artist's life and work are extensions of each other. . . . The pictures he made are less an objective documentation than a spirited collaboration with subjects who believed in erasing all boundaries between art and life."
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In late 1958 Frank recruited Cohen to make still photographs of the production of his film Pull My Daisy. The film was based on a scene from Kerouac's never-produced play The Beat Generation and featured allen Ginsberg and Gregory Corso. Its improvisatory nature, lacking serious plot and action, led critic and filmmaker Jonas Mekas to name it "the only true beat film, if there is one." Cohen admired Frank's cinematography, which carefully allowed for natural spontaneity. He felt that Frank "worked seriously composing his camera shots. . . . sometimes it seemed as if he was tolerating the actors rather than directing them." This approach created a true-to-life sensibility that seemed to embody the Beat philosophy while resonating with Cohen's own artistic leanings. 23 at first glance, it may seem that Cohen's interest in folk traditions would clash with his involvement in the avant-garde art scene. In actuality, one finds significant connections between the two arenas. Modernist artists had long fostered a fascination with the work of "primitive" peoples, from Picasso's african masks to Josef and anni algers's studies of the abstract merits of indigenous Latin american art and textiles. In 1933 the Museum of Modern art displayed folk art in a show entitled "american sources of Modern art," noting a clear demonstration of the "fundamentals of art-rhythm, design, balance, proportion, which the folk artist feels instinctively." Throughout the 1940s Max ernst, Wolfgang Paalen, and Barnett newman all admired and collected indigenous american art. elaine de Kooning, abstract expressionist artist and critic, became intensely interested later in her career in the artistic characteristics of prehistoric cave painting and made paintings of her own in a similar style. Pollock's drip techniques were said to be inspired by sand paintings of the american southwest, and the paintings were described by one of his contemporaries as being similar to Celtic traditional art, with its "undulating continuity where the relationship of parts ceases to be evident, where both beginning and end are carefully hidden." Indeed, Pollock himself had at least a passing interest in folk expression. as a student of Thomas Hart Benton in the early 1930s, he played the jaw harp in Benton's folk band. 24 Cohen also found many of his own aesthetic connections between folk culture and twentieth-century developments in art. He saw the collages of Kurt schwitters, the found art of Duchamp, the combines of rauschenberg, and the later mixed-media work of Wesselman (who, for instance, installed an actual refrigerator door in his life-size painting of a kitchen) as all connected with the ideals of folk revivalism, taking artifacts from everyday life and examining them as objects of artistic value. Cohen recognized similar impulses in the work of Walker evans, even viewing him as "the first pop artist, in the sense that he was a sophisticated mind looking at popular culture . . . artistically reporting on what the masses were doing." Cohen later became intrigued by Bernd and Hilla Becher's 1960s photographic collections of industrial architecture-water-towers, coal tipples, and other structures-labeled as "anonymous sculptures." The Bechers explained, "Through photography, we try to arrange these shapes and render them comparable," seeking "to produce a more or less perfect chain of different forms and shapes." This work struck Cohen as a type of folk art; the images of useful structures facilitated aesthetic comparisons in design and structure. 25 overall, the vibrant artistic expression of the Lower Manhattan scene helped shape Cohen's view of the surrounding world. The abstract expressionists, the pop artists, the Beat poets, and art photographers like robert Frank: all shared the ideal that everyday objects or occurrences-an artist's reflexive gesture, a poet's improvised utterance, or a casual moment caught on film-could be seen as legitimate artistic expression.
In the Revival
In the late 1950s, when Cohen became especially active in the folk scene around Greenwich Village, the american folk revival was beginning a significant resurgence. The earlier wave of the revival had gained momentum through the 1940s, peaking with the phenomenal success (and subsequent blacklist) of popular folk groups such as the Weavers around mid-century. Throughout the fifties, political pressure kept much folkrevival activity underground. The revival's second wave, which nevertheless incorporated many of the major players from the earlier wave, publicly emerged around the time the Kingston Trio's rendition of "Tom Dooley" hit the top of the charts in 1958. 26 This new popular interest in folk music changed the dynamics of the revival. naturally, some who had remained involved in folk music throughout the 1950s held a certain amount of disdain for young johnny-come-lately "folkniks" who suddenly invaded Greenwich Village as part of the folk boom. They saw the crass opportunism of new performers as defiling the folk traditions they held sacred. Thus one significant reaction to the commercialized heyday was a renewed concern for authenticity over commercialism in folk music. 27 The new Lost City ramblers (founded by Cohen, Mike seeger, and Tom Paley in 1958) were at the forefront of these developments; they sought to accurately reproduce the sound, aesthetic, and even physical appearance of old-time musicians from the depression-era rural south. The Little Sandy Review, an influential, independent folk-music magazine, called the ramblers "staunch symbols of the preservation and continuation of old-time american musical customs," asserting that they had been "the major influence in shaping city folk music."
28 In addition to reproducing traditional style and aesthetics in their own performances, the ramblers also worked to promote the original old-time musicians themselves. For example, Mike seeger reintroduced Doc Boggs to northern audiences, while Cohen promoted Holcomb and his music.
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In many ways, this work promoting unadulterated old-time country music contributed to the work already begun by other folklorists. alan Lomax was perhaps the most important predecessor; his field recordings, stemming from the expeditions with his father beginning in the 1930s, constituted a large portion of the Library of Congress folksong Finding the avant-Garde in the old-Timecollection, making him one of the most prominent folklorists in the field. Lomax's career embodied many of the major currents of folk revivalism in the first half of the twentieth century: his influential body of folksong publications-consisting of texts and transcriptions of traditional songs-contributed to the academic study of folklore; his association with Woody Guthrie, Pete seeger, union groups, and the Henry Wallace campaign contributed to the early folk revival's political pursuits; and his elevation-some consider it a romanticization-of the music led to a greater appreciation of folk music simply for its emotional, musical, and cultural merit. 30 a comparison between the attitudes of Cohen and Lomax reveals some of the continuities, developments, and divergences of the midcentury folk revival. some aspects of this dynamic emerge in a pair of articles-the first by Lomax, and a reply by Cohen-published in the summer 1959 issue of Sing Out! magazine. Lomax had recently returned from england, where he lived for most of the 1950s to conduct field work and avoid political persecution. In his article, "The 'Folkniks'-and the songs They sing," he discussed the younger generation of new York urban folksingers, their departure from the ideals of social reform, and their recently commercialized ventures in folk music. He asserted that technical virtuosity alone was not adequate in a performance of a folksong, arguing that the popularizing "improvements" by urban folksingers were untrue to the essence of the music. He then emphasized the need for performers to thoroughly study traditional music in order to learn how to express the emotional content and nuanced variation of the folk style. 31 although many aspects of this argument aligned perfectly with Cohen's philosophy-eschewing commercialism for the sake of stylistic accuracy in folk expression-Cohen deliberately opposed the well-established collector in his response, published as "a reply to alan Lomax: In Defense of City Folksingers." Instead of directly rejecting the content of the initial argument, however, Cohen rejected the authority of Lomax himself, and then redirected the content of the conversation toward issues that Lomax had neglected to address. He painted Lomax as out of touch with the current folksong movement, pointing out what he considered to be Lomax's ignorant misappropriation of the newly coined term "folknik." He rejected the overtly political inclinations of the earlier revival, noting that the current movement was "far different than the social reform movement" that Lomax had done so much to support in earlier years. He claimed that Lomax, returning from a decade-long hiatus in england, now set himself up as a "Holy Ghost" delivering truth from on high, and then countered that he and other younger folksingers "are not looking for someone to lead us." 32 Cohen then described the more recent movement in folk music as being a sort of existential quest for self-awareness. He explained that, although the strict social limitations in rural folk societies created a sense of order that attracted urban folksingers, a true sense of order was ultimately that which "we can make and find within ourselves. . . . There is no truth except that which we make for ourselves." For Cohen, folk music was not simply a powerful vehicle for emotional and cultural expression; it was a means of addressing the fundamental questions of existence. The intensity of the music came from "the struggle with the forces in the music itself-which become as real as any other problem of life. The nature of this intensity is reflective of the personality of the singer." Thus the music became a way to approach problems of personal meaning and self-definition. 33 From this interaction in the pages of Sing Out! it becomes clear that Cohen saw a new direction for folk revivalism-during the very months he was forming the ramblers, embarking on field work in Kentucky, and developing relationships with new York's avant-garde artists and intellectuals. although Cohen promoted a similar brand of music as Lomax, he followed his own motives, different from the approaches of earlier folklorists. 34 While he may not have completely opposed the academic, political, cultural, and musicological concerns of his predecessors, Cohen placed primary emphasis on using folk music as a means of exploring one's self. These motives brought a new perspective to the table, though in retrospect, he recalls, "I wasn't thinking in historical terms or anything. I was just trying to understand why I was playing this music and [why] the ramblers were making a record. There was no precedent for it, but we didn't think about the precedent. We were just writing about what we needed at the time." 35 as Cohen separated himself from the older generation of revivalists, his diverse artistic interests led him to incorporate modernist ideas in his perception of traditional music. In retrospect, he wrote, "now one thing must be said about the folk music world: there was and is almost no concern or appreciation for modern or abstract art there. It has always bothered me, because personally, I have always been deeply involved in those ideas of art." 36 although the main body of folk revivalists and musicians may have not shared Cohen's modernist sensibilities, a number of the most influential personalities in the revival-many of whom became Cohen's associates in the late 1950s and early 1960s-indeed had significant interactions with the avant-garde.
Through most of his adult life, Cohen had a close connection with the seeger family. In addition to his prolonged work with Mike and his older half-brother Pete, Cohen married Penny seeger, Mike's younger sister, in 1963. Penny and Mike's parents, Charles seeger and ruth Crawford seeger, had been extensively involved in modern composition, ethnomusicology, and folk revivalism. Crawford seeger was well known in modernist circles of the 1920s and 1930s for her progressive compositional style, and seeger collaborated with her in writing his book about dissonant counterpoint. In 1935, when seeger began working for the resettlement administration organizing rural music programs, the family became immersed in the Library of Congress folk recordingswhat Crawford seeger called the "live-and-kicking music of 'unmusical' america." In the coming years, Crawford seeger would collaborate with alan Lomax, transcribing folk melodies for Our Singing Country and Folksong U.S.A. she published several other folk songbooks before her death in 1952. In the seegers Cohen recognized important connections between folk music and modernism, noting, "They didn't make the connections in my life, but they affirmed them." 37 In her work transcribing folk materials, Crawford seeger looked at the source material from the perspective of a modernist composer. Drawing upon the ideas of Béla Bartók, she recognized parallels between folk music and modern music in their common departure from the tonal laws and expressive excesses of nineteenth-century romanticism. she wrote, "Curiously enough, there is part-singing widespread throughout the southeastern states, and has been for the past hundred years, which revels in these characteristics of 'modern music.'" Bess Lomax described Crawford seeger's attitude toward the music: "she was completely excited by the coherence and elegance of the different musical systems that Father and alan had recorded, by the complexity of american folk music. she was really aesthetically moved by this." Crawford seeger's transcriptions and piano accompaniments capitalized on the "modern" characteristics of the source material. she often avoided the conclusive dominant-to-tonic cadence in order to mimic the "keep-goingness" of traditional music making, and she utilized many fourths, fifths, seconds, and sevenths to emulate the strident harmonies of country singers and instrumentalists. Cohen quipped that the arrangements were "unplayable because she was so accurate." 38 overall, Crawford seeger's settings combined a modernist's sense of individuality, sparseness of texture, and terse emotional expression with a folk traditionalist's approach toward fidelity.
Cohen also saw significance in the relationship between the seegers and Henry Cowell. Charles seeger was Cowell's composition teacher in Berkeley in the 1910s, and the two men taught together at the new school for social research in the early 1930s. During this time, Cowell found fame with his experimental techniques in composition and performance, pounding tone clusters with his forearm and creating novel effects by plucking, striking, and sweeping the strings inside the piano. Cowell's experimental aesthetic also included the study of indigenous musics from around the globe. as he famously said in 1952, "I want to live in the whole world of music!" 39 Charles seeger once told Cohen of an intersection that occurred while seeger and Cowell were teaching a course in world music at the new school for social research in 1932. according to Cohen, the two musicians became friends with Thomas Hart Benton, who was painting a mural in the hall. When Benton heard what they were teaching as world music, he told them, "You don't know what you're talking about. You don't have any american folk music in there." seeger answered, "Well, there is no world-class american folk music." In response, Benton played them a recently released Doc Boggs record that he owned. This encounter made an impression on seeger; he began attending Benton's famous "saturday night" musical gatherings (the same group with whom Jackson Pollock had played) and sang in a folk group with Benton for the inauguration of the mural. When Cohen later asked Pete seeger about it, he said he remembered playing folk music with his father and Benton when visiting in new York. The range of personalities that associated with Benton's group constitutes an intriguing crossover of intellectual, musical, and artistic movements: the regionalist painter Benton, the future abstract expressionist painter Pollock, the experimental composer Cowell, the ethnomusicologist Charles seeger, and the popular folk revivalist Pete seeger. Cohen delighted in this musical and artistic coincidence; in later years, he joked at a Berkeley folk concert that he would give a prize to whoever could name the folk band that included both Pete seeger and Jackson Pollock. 40 avant-garde tendencies were also found among younger segments of the folk revival. In 1960 Jon Pankake and Paul nelson began publishing a Minneapolis-based folk-music magazine called the Little Sandy Review, which closely monitored developments in the "purist" segments of the revival. They quickly gained notoriety for their hard-nosed approach, unequivocally condemning any popularizing "folkum" groups-the Limeliters, the Kingston Trio, and Peter, Paul, and Mary-while lauding the work of traditional musicians such as roscoe Holcomb, Doc Boggs, Clarence ashley, and Hobart smith. 41 a reader once praised the Little Sandy Review by noting that the editors were "consumed with avantgardism." Pankake and nelson took pride in the comment, responding, "Does this mean we have made the grade as literary and critical beatniks? We always thought of ourselves as arch conservatives!" 42 In spite of their joking response, the editors' attitudes certainly incorporated avant-garde sensibilities: they sought to set themselves apart from the mainstream, proud of their intellectual independence and integrity, while relying upon historical, artistic, and literary means to establish legitimacy. Indeed, it seems the very title of their magazine pays homage to the avant-garde literary journal The Little Review, which fearlessly published controversial works by ezra Pound and James Joyce, along with Dadaist art and poetry, in the 1910s and 1920s.
Pankake and nelson allowed their broad aesthetic interests-including contemporary developments in literature, cinema, and the arts-to inform their reviews. 44 In one such example, they compared folk musicians to various artists and filmmakers. They compared "authentic" musicians to cutting-edge artists or giants in art history, while linking the more commercially oriented folk musicians with artistic conservatism. roscoe Holcomb was compared to Van Gogh, orson Welles, and French filmmakers Truffaut and Godard; Frank Proffitt to rembrandt and D. W. Griffith; Hobart smith to Michelangelo; Bob Dylan to Jackson Pollock and avant-garde filmmaker Jonas Mekas; and Jean ritchie to august renoir. Harry Belafonte, on the other hand, was described as "a combination of norman rockwell, stanley Kramer, and Cecil B. DeMille." 45 exhibiting their discerning taste in folk music, the editors of the Little Sandy Review sought to distinguish themselves from the hoi polloi of the newly popularized folk craze.
one of the most influential behind-the-scenes figures in the revivaland one who had numerous connections with the avant-garde-was Moe asch, founder and director of Folkways records. When Cohen met asch in early 1958, the two men immediately found common ground in their views toward folk music and soon developed a relationship of mutual respect. When Cohen submitted the cover design for the first ramblers record in 1958, asch changed the coloring of the original design for the album's release. Cohen remembered, "I was not irritated. I was amused. I was sort of into randomness and chance, as long as it was not done for the purpose of high art or too self-consciously. If someone else had done it, I would have been furious. But I figured that Moe was pure at heart in his own way." The two men also developed a personal friendshipasch spoke at Cohen's wedding in 1963 and was the godfather of their first daughter, sonya. 46 one reason for this positive working relationship was asch's inclusive, idealistic view toward folk music that fit well with Cohen's attitudes toward noncommercialism and authenticity. as something of a life calling, asch had taken upon himself the impossible task of cataloguing the entire world of sound. He established a succession of record labels to accomplish his goal: asch records and Disc records-neither of which lasted beyond the 1940s-and Folkways, which he managed from its inception in 1948 until it was acquired by the smithsonian Institution in 1985. The business model for Folkways records reflected asch's documentary philosophy. He was willing to record almost anything he deemed unique, and as a matter of practice never dropped any title from his catalogue. He once quipped, "Just because the letter J is less popular than the letter S, you don't take it out of the dictionary." 47 The Folkways catalogue thus extended well beyond the folk, hillbilly, blues, and "ethnic" titles that one would expect from the label. asch released spoken-word recordings of poetry and historical speech, children's songs, avant-garde composition, and electronic music. He released LPs of everyday sounds, with titles including Sounds of the Office and Sounds of the Junkyard, featuring tracks such as "old electric Typewriter" and "Truck Unloading." asch's expansive views toward the artistic legitimacy of all recorded sound resonated with the views of some avant-garde musicians and intellectuals. Paul Bowles-composer, music critic, and contributor to View (an avant-garde magazine edited by Charles Henri Ford)-worked closely with asch in the mid-1940s. Disc records released Bowles's Night Without Sleep, a cryptic album demonstrating tendencies toward abstraction and interdisciplinary crossover. 48 Bowles also maintained a literary and musical interest in world cultures. asch biographer Peter Goldsmith writes:
The encounter with the culturally unfamiliar was for Bowles, other avant-gardists, and soon the emerging Beats . . . a way of casting off familiar cultural moorings in order to better explore their own unfettered mental activity. It was all grist for asch. He would not have cared whether the apprehension of other cultures was used to build bridges between people or explore the dark edges of an individual's inner world. Whatever people made of it, there was only danger in withholding information about the unfamiliar from the public-not in making it available. The unlikely meeting of new York's avantgarde and the ostensively "timeless" music of the world's traditional populations made perfectly good sense to asch. The former made use of the latter, and asch made use of it all. 49 Bowles's approach, looking out toward unfamiliar cultures to better understand one's self, prefigured the attitudes Cohen developed in the late 1950s.
Henry Cowell, who worked extensively for asch writing ethnomusicological liner notes and producing the Folkways series Music of the World's Peoples, encouraged further connections between asch and the avant-garde. Disc records released some of John Cage's prepared piano music in the 1940s, and Folkways released Indeterminacy on LP in 1959. The latter record consisted of ninety one-minute stories read by Cage, arranged in random order, superimposed with David Tudor's seemingly unrelated performance of aleatoric piano music with electronics. asch's inclusive philosophy found little problem with Cage's radical views toward the artistic legitimacy of random sound.
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Peter Bartók provides another interesting modernist connection at Folkways records. son of the famous composer, Bartók worked extensively as a sound engineer for asch throughout the 1950s and arranged for the Folkways release of many of his father's field recordings and compositions. He engineered several of the ramblers' albums, recording Finding the avant-Garde in the old-Timethem in a large hall with natural wood to provide a fitting performance space. It seems Bartók inherited some of his father's views toward folk authenticity and scientific accuracy, striving for a genuine, natural sound in recording. 51 The most influential Folkways project by an avant-garde figure was Harry smith's Anthology of American Folk Music, initially published as a three-volume, six-LP set in 1952. This enigmatic compilation, which soon gained a cult following in the underground folk scene of the 1950s and 1960s, presented an eclectic mix of previously inaccessible commercially recorded hillbilly and race records from the late 1920s and early 1930s. 52 The Anthology's visual presentation-its packaging and liner notesevoked an aura of archaic strangeness and mystery. The front cover of each volume showed a seventeenth-century print-from robert Fludd's History of the Microcosm and Macrocosm-of a celestial monochord being tuned by the hand of God. The monochord divides the intervals and proportions of two octaves, relating the musical divisions to the classical elements and the astrological signs of the cosmos. The Anthology was divided by genre, each pertaining to the classical elements of water, air, and fire. 53 In the accompanying handbook to the Anthology, each song was labeled in sequence, 1-84, with the numbers printed in an enormous sans-serif font that dominated the surrounding text. smith seemed to be indicating a particular significance in the numbering. He later said, "The whole purpose is to have some kind of a series of things. Information as drawing and graphic designs can be located more quickly than it can be in books. . . . It's like flipping quickly through, it's a way of programming the mind, like a punch card of sort." 54 each track's entry, in addition to discographic and bibliographic information, also included notes by smith ranging from folkloric documentation to simple commentary. In the notes for volume 1, the ballads, smith wrote synopses in the manner of tabloid headlines. His matter-of-fact tone of writing magnified the bizarre nature of the topic. For example, "medieval woman defeats devil despite husband's prayers," and "zoologic miscegeny achieved in mouse frog nuptuals, relatives approve." smith's presentation, in addition to providing scholarly information, embraced the music's rich peculiarities.
scattered throughout the Anthology's handbook are collage-like clippings from old record catalogues and nineteenth-century engravings. smith sought not only to present authentic music of the 1920s and 1930s, but also to give the listener a visual glimpse into this strange, archaic world. He seems to have given considerable attention to the visual layout of the Anthology, even leaving his signature and date on the final product, thus stamping it as a legitimate work of art. These visual aspects were not lost on Cohen, who was studying at Yale's art school when the Anthology was released in 1952. "When the Anthology first came out . . . with that strange image of the hand of God tuning the celestial monochord, nobody paid attention. But I paid attention to that. I said, 'What is he trying to tell us here?'" 55 By the early 1960s, Cohen saw smith's Anthology as playing an essential role in the aesthetic developments of the revival. He considered smith a "source and wellspring" from which others could build, writing that "Harry could be considered as the mystic and genius behind the 'traditional folk music' movement." as evidence, he cited the appropriation of music and styles from the Anthology by a wide array of revivalists, from Joan Baez to Pete seeger to Doc Watson. More recently, Cohen considered smith's influence as reaching even further, noting that his eccentric vision had been, in a strange way, more relevant to attitudes toward traditional music in the decades since the revival than the contributions of alan Lomax. 56 Cohen also bore a personal fascination with smith and his Anthology. He first met smith in 1961 and later arranged an extended interview (published in Sing Out! in 1969) to better understand the collector's outlook. Much of Cohen's interest stemmed from smith's unique background of artistic, anthropological, and mystic exploration. smith was initially known as an abstract filmmaker in Bay area avant-garde circles of the 1940s; his abstract geometric animations were shown as part of the art in Cinema series at the san Francisco Museum of Modern art. In addition to his artistic pursuits, he maintained a life-long interest in anthropology: documenting native american ceremonies, studying string figures from around the world, analyzing Ukrainian easter eggs, and collecting the recordings that became the Anthology. 57 smith's interests in folk music, anthropology, and visual art all stemmed from a similar exploratory impulse. He sought to discern essential principles and elements by compiling series of visual and aural artifacts. This reductionist outlook relates to his life-long interest in hermetic philosophy and the occult, finding hidden truth through the patterns and correspondences of disparate elements. His parents were Theosophists, and his grandfather a Freemason. From the age of twelve he practiced hermetic alchemy, and its symbolism and imagery recurred throughout his artistic output. He also spent considerable time studying Kabbala, with the Tree of Life diagram displayed prominently in his films and artwork.
58 regarding smith's hermetic inclinations, film historian P. adams sitney wrote, "The hermetic artist is one who finds the purification, or the formal reduction, of his art coincident with his quest for a magical center that all arts, and all consciousnesses, share." 59 These hermetic ideals taught that all knowledge in the universe could be related by higher principles, if only enough information could be gathered, cataloged, and analyzed.
smith's unique, mystical view toward the correlations found in art and collecting led Cohen to view the Anthology as "a statement of interrelationships" that opened avenues for new ways of looking at the music. In some ways, smith's tendency toward classification harbors similarities to the ethnomusicological work of alan Lomax (especially his Cantometrics developed in the 1960s). However, instead of serving a purely anthropological purpose, smith's work served as a means of aesthetic discovery. Goldsmith observed that smith's exploration, like the Beats with whom he later became associated, was a self-referential project. smith was finally more interested in what patterns of cultural artifacts told him about himself than what they suggested about the people who produced them. . . . Collecting was an artistic endeavor for smith, because the arrangement of the collected objects followed the dictates of his own idiosyncratic imagination. . . . smith was surely among the first (perhaps with Paul Bowles) to directly implicate folk music in an avant-garde artistic vision. 60 His mystic, idiosyncratic sensibilities provided new avenues toward finding personal and social meaning in traditional music.
In spite of Cohen's comment that there was "almost no concern or appreciation for modern or abstract art" in the mainstream folk revival, he nevertheless associated with a small but influential community of folk enthusiasts who saw exciting possibilities in the philosophies and aesthetics of the avant-garde: Charles and ruth Crawford seeger, whose modernist attitudes toward composition and music theory carried over into their studies of folk music; the editors of the Little Sandy Review, whose enthusiasm for old-time music incorporated contemporary developments in film, literature, and art; Moe asch, whose inclusive Folkways catalogue placed Sounds of the Junkyard and Cage's Indeterminacy alongside the music of roscoe Holcomb and the new Lost City ramblers; and Harry smith, whose unique vision combined the mystical, the artistic, and the anthropological all into one enigmatic Anthology. These cultural mediators explored new avenues in their promotion and presentation of the music, contributing to an expanded view toward the meaning and usage of folk music in modern life.
Cohen and Holcomb
Cohen's discovery and promotion of roscoe Holcomb became one of his most important contributions to the folk revival. after their initial encounter in 1959, Cohen arranged for Holcomb to appear at folk festivals and concerts in new York, Chicago, newport, Washington, D.C., and California; in 1965, he arranged a european tour. Cohen produced several LPs of Holcomb's music-promoting them through published interviews and articles-and featured Holcomb in his 1963 documentary film, The High Lonesome Sound. Through this exposure, Holcomb received critical acclaim for his strident vocal expression and his archaic, unusual banjo technique. Jon Pankake wrote, "Holcomb is the most moving, profound, and disturbing of any country singer in america," and Bob Dylan said he possessed "an untamed sense of control" that made him "one of the best." 61 From Cohen's oft-reproduced photographs, Holcomb's visual image became iconic; his wiry frame and gaunt, angular features personified, for many revivalists, the ideals of hardy resilience and folk asceticism.
Cohen's attitude of personal exploration was essential in his work with Holcomb. a few months after their initial encounter in Kentucky, Cohen wrote an article in Sing Out! magazine describing the factors that had prompted his trip:
In May 1959, disgusted with the city, grey dirt, and second-hand folk music, curious about the Kentucky mountains, elizabethanlike ballads, dulcimers, fierce banjo-playing, hillbilly music, bloody Harlan, mining songs and Merle Travis, feuding, moonshining, depressions and striking miners, I went to Kentucky in the disguise of a photographer and song collector. In truth I was a spy, trying to find out what it was in myself that had always sat up to the reports of sounds and a powerful atmosphere which emanated from that part of the country. 62 Cohen saw raw appalachian culture as an antidote to the aesthetically blunting effects of modern society, and he felt the best way to learn and benefit from this culture was to work directly with the people. However, Cohen not only wanted to seek out, study, record, and disseminate the traditional music (as Lomax had done); he sought meaningful personal interaction with the musicians to better understand his artistic curiosity while presenting their art in a way that would be sympathetic to their own background and aesthetic. He wrote, "If the city wants and needs folk music in its soul, then its exchange with country musicians must be a two-way affair. . . . We must be willing to understand their way of life and to respect them as people who have something to offer in their way." 63 Cohen felt that Lomax's presentation of folk music, with its "purple prose" and "pontificating," made for an overly romanticized view of traditional music and culture-an effect he wanted to avoid. When later asked about the possibility of a romanticized aspect to his own love of the country as a "suburban kid," Cohen explained his lifestyle in rural Putnam County, new York, where he had lived since 1965: "I split wood; I feed my fire. I have a garden. Last night, with my flashlight, I was cutting broccoli. I didn't want it to become romantic, I wanted it to become real." nevertheless, the Sing Out! excerpt quoted above shows that Cohen indeed harbored his own brand of romanticization toward the country. This romanticization, combined with his aesthetic desire for "real" experience, made his personal interactions with rural culture more intense.
For example, while in eastern Kentucky in 1959, Cohen drove with two older musicians out "to a section of these mountains . . . which is generally feared by people in Hazard (who also have a fearful enough reputation themselves)." When they reached their destination, the home of an old fiddler, Cohen heard and recorded music of "the greatest type which I've only heard before in the Library of Congress." among the fiddler's family, however, he also heard about "local murders, brothers killing brothers, wives killed by husbands, violent automobile accidents, snipings at coal operators, dirty dealing in coal contracting, moonshining, illegal hunting, etc. . . . all the while we were making all that nice old music." Here Cohen came into personal contact with the elements that he had romanticized. He sensed a "certain spirit of this place is akin to shakespeare's england, with motivations coming from a sense of gallantry + duty primarily. People here are rugged individuals. . . . But still, there is something which isn't yet clear-which I can't get along with. although there is real + warm love within familiesthere is something extremely opposite that-which manifests itself in feuds, shootings, cuttings, etc." as historian scott Matthews noted, "The cognitive dissonance caused by seeing 'Merry england'-in-Kentucky alongside explicit talk of familial violence only deepened the region's allure and mystery for Cohen." 65 Much akin to the "no-romantic romantic" attitudes of the abstract expressionists, while Cohen rejected the romanticism of the older generation he pursued his own romantic approach-one that he saw as being more valid. His encounter with the dissonant realities of Kentucky culture-along with his rejection of hyperpolitical and sugarcoated pastoral imagery-all added to the romantic fascination of his search for the culturally authentic. Cohen's philosophy thus reveals a strain of folk revivalism that retains elements of a romantic aesthetic-in the sense of "a critique of modernity . . . in the name of values and ideals drawn from the past"-mixed with the existentialist and modernist philosophies of his new York milieu.
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For Cohen, roscoe Holcomb best embodied this aesthetic. Indeed, the singer's background, attitudes, and lifestyle made him well suited for Cohen's admiration; he seemed to exemplify the ideals of noncommercialism and expressive individuality. Born in 1911 in an isolated hollow up Little Leatherwood Creek, Holcomb lived most of his life in the mountain community surrounding Daisy. He made his living working in the lumber mill, the coal mines, and various construction jobs. Until he met Cohen, Holcomb had performed almost exclusively for the residents of his own community and the surrounding area, playing for square dances, pie suppers, fiddling contests, local radio shows, and church meetings. His repertoire and style reflected this background, incorporating dance tunes, ballads, country blues, church songs, and old regular Baptist hymns. 67 Cohen saw in Holcomb a direct connection to the subject matter of the traditional music he admired. Having been raised in an old regular Baptist family, Holcomb often would choke up when performing hymns such as "Wandering Boy" and "The Village Churchyard." Cohen noted, "This music was an immediate way for him to stay in contact with the old Baptist singing that he loved. . . . The emotion they released was very close to the surface." songs about motherhood were particularly important to Holcomb. He lived with his mother until her death around 1950 and often expressed a profound attachment with her. Thus, in his mountain community, Holcomb had a literal personal connection with, for example, the song describing the "old village churchyard . . . where my mother's sleeping in the cold and silent ground." 68 In Cohen's view, Holcomb's hard life and noncommercialism allowed him to effectively present an oft-sentimentalized topic such as motherhood by imbuing it with an authentic emotional directness. 69 adding perhaps even more to his down-to-earth aura, Holcomb flatly contradicted many of the stereotypes that revivalists held for the authentic appalachian singer. For example, while many folk enthusiasts saw traditional appalachian musicmaking as a cathartic release from the harsh realities of mountain life, Holcomb held a more pragmatic view toward the music. as a young man, he initially began playing for financial reasons: "Pretty hard times . . . so I asked God to give me something that I could do that I could make a little money. . . . I got hold of this old banjo." as a laborer, Holcomb did not typically return from a hard day's work and "sing to the hills" to express his profound sorrow. He said, "You work five and six days a week on a job and then work at home on the weekends, you don't feel like playing any music." However, Holcomb was happy to play "when somebody comes around," and he often performed at church services. 70 Thus for Holcomb-in spite of his strong emotional connection to the traditional songs-music was meant to serve a useful purpose, whether it be social, religious, or financial.
another folk-revivalist stereotype for the authentic appalachian singer was that of complete cultural isolation, of existing beyond the corrupting influence of mass-media. While it is true Holcomb only played what he called the "old songs," he was not ignorant of newer developments. When he met Cohen in the late 1950s, Holcomb was well aware of the rock and roll his stepchildren listened to on the radio. (He considered it to be "nothing but a beat," although it did have "some good music in it.") He enjoyed the bluegrass of Bill Monroe, regularly listened to the Grand ole opry, and even became a fan of Dolly Parton. 71 When comparing himself to the stars of country and bluegrass, Holcomb's utilitarian outlook gave him reservations about his own commercial viability. He saw himself as a working man, not a professional musician; thus he never practiced his music and considered it most appropriate for local functions. although Holcomb appreciated the admiration and recognition he received while touring and sought professional performance opportunities to help pay his bills, he openly admitted, "I don't see why they haul me around like that. I can't get it pictured out because I just don't feel that I'm a good musician." In one particularly telling comment, Holcomb revealed his practical approach toward music-making-and his awareness of commercial country music-with an allusion to a hit song by honky-tonk star Lefty Frizzell: "They said, 'Well roscoe, there ain't nobody that plays like you.' I said, 'You got the money, I got the time. That's all I'm after, anyhow.'" 72 For Cohen, this practical approach to music-making revealed a common-sense reality that defied any phony urban commercialization. 73 Holcomb's pragmatism, however, contrasted with the emotional strength of his musical expression. Mike seeger remembered, His persona was so humble, in a way, and level with everybodynatural. . . . But that counters the intense emotion of his music. . . . There's something about roscoe Holcomb that's of another world, in a way. He lived, seemingly, without hate, but there's always the ability to express emotion. . . . It was an amazing capacity that he had. It came with a certain amount of acceptance of everything as it is. 74 The juxtaposition strengthened the effect of Holcomb's performances. as Cohen wrote, "It was always a revelation to witness such power emerge from an unobtrusive, complaining country man." 75 These apparent contradictions added to the heroic qualities that Cohen and others saw in Holcomb. In hindsight, Cohen described Holcomb as "a man confronting the dilemma of his own existence. . . . appalachian posture, hard work, hard life, broken health, coal mines, lumber mills, moonshine, and conflict between old and new ways all gave an edge of his music. . . . He never saw himself as important, and he was neither assertive nor ambitious. Yet there was something heroic and transcendent in his singing." 76 as Jon Pankake and Paul nelson wrote upon meeting Holcomb in 1961, His feeling for people and his complete immersion in life give his conversation a sensitive, almost visionary quality. There is only one real topic of conversation with him, and that is the meaning of human experience. His every word is a reflection of his thoughtful-ness and deep insight-he wouldn't know the meaning of "small talk." He speaks of the people of his region with the poeticism of a good writer, and he knows and understands their poverty, their violence, and their loneliness. 77 Holcomb was seen as a man who was unobtrusive while emotionally intense, unrefined while poetic, humble while standing upright in his tradition against the tide of modernity. Cohen saw in Holcomb an ideal, both of the true artist-to which he himself aspired to-and "the existential hero of literature," whose search for meaning in an atmosphere of cultural alienation created aesthetic power. 78 Perhaps the most interesting aspect of Cohen's response to Holcomb is its aesthetic relation to the visual arts in new York. The contemporary art world provided Cohen a paradigm through which he could understand the eccentric intensity he heard in Holcomb's music. For example, Cohen related the rhythmic and textural structure in Holcomb's banjo style to the "overall" structure in painting. This type of structure relates to Paul Klee's teachings in the Bauhaus school-where the "dividual" nature of a painting's horizontal space can be broken into various "individual" units to create rhythm. Klee's 1929 Highroad and Byroads demonstrates this principle. 79 Cohen specifically related Holcomb's rhythm to the "overall" quality of Jackson Pollock's technique-which can be seen in the famous Summertime: No. 9a and in Blue Poles: Number 11. each of these paintings establishes a horizontal rhythm through a series of vertical stimuli, whose repetition and variation create both a sense of unity and of diversity in the painting as a whole. The banjo rhythms in a work such as Holcomb's "Wayfaring stranger" suggest a musical equivalence: the recurring off-beat tonic pulse of the first string sets up a regular rhythmic framework, while the irregularity of the interspersed figuration (which vamps on the low-octave tonic and mediant tones when not shadowing the melody) creates an organic ebb and flow whose fluctuations correspond with the vocal phrasing. 80 Cohen described this perpetual-motion effect in Holcomb's banjo style as a "filigree . . . that was occasionally interrupted by the necessities of the melody. . . . The net result is a focus on energy over subject matter," which he saw as similar to the all-over effect of Pollock's style. 81 avant-garde aesthetics also contributed to Cohen's definition of a work of art. For example, one of the novel aspects of abstract expressionism was the idea that the work of art is a record of a human gesture, documentary evidence of a physical occurrence. Painters such as Pollock and de Kooning concerned themselves with the physicality of the paint and its ability to communicate the artist's gesture on the canvas-complete with what some would consider "mistakes." This approach led to the descriptive term "action painting." as critic Harold rosenberg noted, "What was to go on the canvas was not a picture, but an event." 82 Finding the avant-Garde in the old-TimeCohen recognized a similar quality in Holcomb's recordings:
He spent very little time preparing or rehearsing for the songmaybe just enough time to find the comfortable position of frets and fingers, or working out the tuning that best fits the song. . . . rarely during recording was there a second take, nor did he have any particular misgivings about "bobbles" when he missed a note on guitar or banjo. as opposed to any quest for perfection, the recording became a document of the actuality of the moment. 83 It seems that rosenberg's sentiment could be altered to apply to Holcomb's recording sessions: "What was to go on the tape was not a song, but an event."
The abstract expressionists fostered the idea that an unpolished, intuitive performance gives a true picture of the humanity and personality of the artist. according to rosenberg, "The test of the new painting is its seriousness, and the test of its seriousness is the degree to which the act on the canvas is an extension of the artist's . . . experience. . . . a painting that is an act is inseparable from the biography of the artist. . . . The new painting has broken down every distinction between art and life." again, this relates to Cohen's view toward Holcomb, that his raw presentation creates a sense of artistic fidelity. Cohen wrote, "His music is a projection of his self, and a reflection of his experience with hard work, low wages, and his bond with appalachian life." Holcomb's singing "may be full of errors in its lack of refinement, but as a human and artistic statement, it has a brutal reality." 84 Holcomb's 1961 recording of "Little Birdie" exemplifies this bold "lack of refinement," allowing for an "actuality of the moment." 85 The metrical irregularities of Holcomb's phrasing reveal a flexible structure of improvised rhythmic interpretation. Figure 1 demonstrates this structure, with each dash representing one beat of banjo accompaniment and each X representing one beat of vocal articulation. The three motives of the melody, varied yet recognizable throughout, are represented with brackets. (The basic outline of the each motive is as follows: the "a" motive ascends the C pentatonic scale from G3 to e4; the "b" motive roughly traces the dominant triad back to G3; and the "c" motive resolves to the C4 tonic after circling through the surrounding notes of the pentatonic scale.) although I group the beats into sets of four in this diagram, this is not to impose a foreign metrical structure onto Holcomb's phrasing. on the contrary, the four-square grouping acts as a point of contrast, highlighting Holcomb's divergence from any such regularity. Though all of the phrases conform to a similar melodic contour, their exact timing varies. This variability in phrase length suggests that Holcomb shaped each line's phrasing according to the demands of the moment. Holcomb's tendency to respond to the "actuality of the moment" becomes even more clear when comparing this recording to a performance of some five years later (on Pete seeger's television show Rainbow Quest), where we find a completely different set of metrical variances. 86 another parallel between Holcomb's music and abstract expressionist painters lies in the nature of the artistic gesture. Franz Kline was one of Cohen's closest acquaintances among the older generation of abstract expressionists. In an oft-repeated story about the origins of his style, Kline found inspiration observing the chance effects created when portions of ordinary pencil sketches were amplified by Willem de Kooning's Bellopticon projector: "a 4-by-5 inch drawing of the rocking chair Franz had drawn . . . [when magnified against the wall,] loomed in gigantic black strokes which eradicated the image, the strokes expanding as entities themselves, unrelated to any reality but that of their own existence." From this point forward, Kline utilized raw, visceral black-and-white gestures, amplified to the point of abstraction, whose strength emanated primarily from their exaggerated size and rough-hewn presentation. as elaine de Kooning wrote, "It was Kline's unique gift to be able to translate the character and the speed of a one-inch flick of the wrist to a brush-stroke magnified a hundred times." 87 In much the same way, Holcomb's drawn-out vocal amplification and Finding the avant-Garde in the old-Timeemotional intensity led Cohen to find startling new perspectives in familiar melodies: "For me, to hear roscoe sing 'on Top of old smokey' completely annihilated the Burl Ives version and the group sing-along arrangements that followed. . . . roscoe's music was radical and avantgarde . . . and it put me in touch with another view of the music." For Cohen, traditional texts were also transfigured and given new life through Holcomb's unique expression. Holcomb's songs were "more than just folk songs from an appalachian songbag. somebody else might sing the exact same song texts, but the meanings and associations might be different. . . . His style lifted the texts to another plane." 88 Holcomb's seemingly impossible vocal tone in "In the Pines" clearly demonstrates this sensibility. 89 In the song's opening phrase, Holcomb belts out an extended e4 in shrill falsetto. In an immediate repetition of the phrase, he lunges up a fifth to B4 with even greater sharpness and intensity. The strength and duration of Holcomb's vocal expression gives the song a larger-than-life quality that transcends its acoustic medium and transforms the character of the traditional melody.
Cohen's involvement in pop art and the Happenings facilitated further aesthetic parallels between contemporary art and traditional music. He attended and photographed Grooms's Happening Burning Building in December 1959. The crudely constructed set for this production included a painted cardboard cutout of a fireman and a cardboard "burning building"-complete with flames and smoke made of red-painted canvas and black paper bags stuffed with paper. The action on stage consisted of seemingly unrelated absurdities. For example, characters dressed as firemen, wearing old overcoats and large cardboard hats, began the production with an impromptu dance: "Usually they linked arms and spun in an awkward Irish jig, pounding their heavy boots against the floor and laughing in a deep, harsh, mocking manner. . . . Frequently they would break out of the jig and, grunting loudly, pummel each other with the flour-filled socks they carried." 90 In essence, Burning Building presented unsophisticated human activity in a deliberately unselfconscious fashion.
similarly, Cohen saw a certain unselfconsciousness in Holcomb's musical performances. He wrote, "For roscoe, music seems to be a one-way proposition; he makes the music, and it leaves him. . . . There seems to be little concern of how it reaches the listener. roscoe just gives it all he's got." 91 In this regard, Holcomb's performances could be seen as a step beyond the Happenings with which Cohen had become involved. Instead of presenting deliberately unselfconscious human activity, it appeared Holcomb actually was unselfconscious in the honest presentation of his own humanity. Holcomb's spoken introduction to "across the rocky Mountain" on Cohen's 1959 field recording exemplifies this quality. While dawdling on the guitar, he haltingly announces, "This is roscoe Holcomb and I'm gonna sing this song that I've made myself. It's called the rocky Mountain." after that humble introduction, he breaks into an aggressive guitar line, followed by the sweeping falsetto wail of the vocal melody. 92 Holcomb's introduction conveys an informal sincerity and candor that strengthens the sense of emotional authenticity in the music.
The ideal of the unselfconscious artist carried over into Cohen's style of presentation in the new Lost City ramblers. In their concerts, the ramblers sought to maintain an easygoing atmosphere, engaging in banter and impromptu jokes while tuning and retuning their instruments on stage. This demeanor was essential to their philosophy of presenting oldtime music in its original spirit. The music retained its "straightforward vitality" by not being formalized or "prettied up." 93 Unselfconsciousness in performance relates to the aforementioned notion of "erasing all boundaries between art and life," which is perhaps the common thread throughout all of the movements with which Cohen was involved during these years. From the abstract expressionists to the Beat poets to the Happenings, artists sought aesthetic veracity by breaking down the self-conscious posturing of established artistic conventions. For Cohen, the raw immediacy and "straightforward vitality" of traditional music-especially the music of Holcomb-exemplified this ideal. 94 
Conclusion
This examination of John Cohen's background and work has shown an aesthetic cross-fertilization from new York's avant-garde movements to the folk revival. Cohen's involvement with artists and intellectuals provided a fresh paradigm from which he could view traditional music and culture. Furthermore, investigation of Cohen's personal and professional associations-with Harry smith, Moe asch, the editors of the Little Sandy Review, and the seegers-has shown similar impulses among other influential revivalists.
Cohen's work with Holcomb effectively demonstrates this crossover. Holcomb came to represent the "embodiment" of Cohen's artistic goals, bridging the worlds of Cohen's heterogeneous aesthetic. Holcomb brought a down-to-earth reality to the rural ideals Cohen had romanticized while evoking a visceral artistic response with his music. as Cohen related the rough-hewn aesthetic of Holcomb's music to that of avant-garde art, he not only found meaningful parallels in form and gesture, but placed a renewed focus on the human elements of the music. From this perspective, he was able to address existential questions of spiritual and personal meaning. also, in the peculiar styles of old-time country music, Cohen saw a means of addressing the perennial modernist quandary: how to explore individual expression without severing one's self from the wellspring of artistic tradition.
In this respect, traditional music like Holcomb's was not so different from the aesthetic explorations of the abstract expressionists, the pop artists, robert Frank, the Beat poets, or Harry smith. The eccentricities Cohen found in their work guided his search for personal discovery, while their orientation within art or folk traditions provided an aesthetic anchor. 95 This discussion of the influence of the avant-garde art world in Cohen's aesthetic should not be construed, however, as being some sort of "secret history" of the revival of old-time country music, or that all the revivalists were in some way closet art critics. Indeed, Cohen's close associates Mike seeger and ralph rinzler-whose contributions and influence in the revival of old-time country and bluegrass music can hardly be overestimated-seem to have had no serious interest in avant-garde developments. With their expertise in and mastery of old-time country music, seeger and rinzler approached the music on its own terms, focusing on its intrinsic merit as a viable artistic tradition. Cohen himself pointed out that his avant-garde background was simply "one of the contributions" he made to the ramblers, one that combined with those of the other members. 96 Future research can explore the relation of Cohen's avant-garde aesthetic to later developments in folk-rock and the counterculture. In a retrospective article published in Sing Out! in 1970, Cohen mentioned that Holcomb was admired by rock musicians such as eric Clapton and Jim Morrison, and that Holcomb's music appeared in Michelangelo antonioni's countercultural film Zabriskie Point alongside the Grateful Dead. He discussed Bob Dylan's interest in north Carolina ballad-singer Dillard Chandler, and explained that Clarence ashley's "Coo Coo Bird" had been performed by Janis Joplin and Taj Mahal. Cohen summarized this phenomenon by quoting Kenneth rexroth, who wrote, "Today one of the principal foundation stones, perhaps the cornerstone, of the counterculture is the american folksong." 97 Perhaps Cohen's adherence to strict fidelity in traditional music, paradoxically, helped emancipate its stylistic attributes into other areas of american musical culture. He placed emphasis on the music's subtle attributes-vocal styles, timbral qualities, and aesthetic attitudes-seeing them as essential in conveying not only the music's emotion, but the very core of the performer's personality. These attributes could then conceivably be distilled and used within the context of other musical styles. This idea may help explain the many folk-rock and roots musicians of the later 1960s who, instead of faithfully reproducing the old songs, emulated traditional music's less-tangible aspects-vocal delivery, persona, nuance of performance style, and philosophical approach-in their own original songs and performance styles. 
